It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set brush
fires in people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams
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Man Demands to see Permits for Town Crier Activities
First Amendment Issue for the Criers
Today, as the Town Criers made their weekly rounds disturbing Constitutions and
engaging in political dialog, a man demanded to know if the Town Criers had a
permit for their activities. The man was quickly advised that, it is the people’s right
to peacefully assemble and engage in free speech and that political speech is the
most sacred of all speech. The First Amendment of the US Constitution guarantees
all Americans the freedom of speech. At this point the man hastily departed. The
challenge, however, troubled the Criers. The idea that the people would need permission from government to
exercise free speech anywhere in America is intolerable. Worse, yet, is the idea that many politicians, today,
would listen to this man’s attempt at imposing tyranny. Fortunately, America is awaking from a 100 years of
progressive thinking (Progressive has been a code word for Marxist/Communist). The veteran pictured in the
upper right photo, says it all. How about those pictured below?

Photos by TCC Staff
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Fair Tax and Town Criers join Forces
Paul Livingston with the Fair Tax Organization Meets
the Public on St. George Street
Paul Livingston, Fair Tax N.E. Florida District Director joined in with the Town Criers
this weekend. Mr. Livingston promoted the Fair Tax in the Streets of St. Augustine
while the Town Criers provided Pocket Constitutions to the public. The joint
venture worked well for both organizations. The Town Criers have been providing Fair Tax information to the
public for several months. This is the first time Fair Tax personal participated with TCC. The two organizations
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plan joint activities in the future. Mr. Livingston announced that he is looking for Fair Tax volunteers for St.
John County.

Photos by TCC Staff

June 5, 2012

ON WISCONSIN……..Today Wisconsin crossed a major threshold. The German
immigrants of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century brought their Marxist ideas to
Wisconsin. The labor movement started in Wisconsin. Wisconsin was also the birth place of the
Republican Party. It was the State that gave rise to Republican Bob La Follette, a progressive
, La Follette
politician, who dominated the early twentieth century politics in Wisconsin. The City of
Milwaukee elected three Socialist Mayors on the Socialist Party ticket. The most prominent of the
Socialist Party elected was three term winner Mayor Frank Zeidler, in 1948. He served until 1960.
The State of Wisconsin has an extensive history of Progressive and Socialist politics. The City of
Milwaukee and Milwaukee County overshadowed State elections for many years and has been
the hub of Socialism in America. So, the victory of Scott Walker in the recall election is a turning
point for Wisconsin and perhaps for America. This is huge victory! As a former Wisconsinite, I
salute the State of my birth for its move towards Liberty.
Lance Thate, Editor

June 6, 2012

D Day June 6, 1944 unobserved by the
Commander in Chief…. The President continued to disrespect
the American People, and the Armed Forces under his command by failing to
honor the 6603 American casualties at Omaha and Utah beaches in Normandy.
The Presidents failure to properly commemorate the day is beyond being
wrong. It is inexcusable! The amateur President totally lacks leadership. His ‘skill set’ is clearly in the area of a
Community Organizer in the style of Saul Alinsky. Accordingly, he was campaigning and fund
raising instead showing respect for the troops he is honored to command.
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June 9, 2012

America Knows!
The Big Red Sign Returns
On May 26th the Town Criers first took to the streets with the ‘Big Red Sign’. The
acceptance on Memorial Day weekend was a sight to behold. Today was no different,
according to Town Crier activists. As the sign was carried though the historic district of
St. Augustine, it appeared that the public was awakened upon its appearance. The
knowing smile, the thumbs up, the applause and words of encouragement greeted the
Town Criers. “The people seem to know who Obama is, but when they see it out in the
Photos by TCC Staff
open and in public, well, it is like a light bulb being turned on,” according to a TCC
spokesman. The woman pictured above is from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, a city with a long history of Socialism.
She said she was honored to be photographed with the sign; she was pleased with the Scott Walker victory. It
should be noted that some objected to the TCC presentence. One man was heard saying, “He did not consider
the Constitution of any importance and that it restricts human progress.” Another man said, “History prior to
the Civil War was a period of slavery and ignorance.” “No doubt you’re a ‘New World’ educator,” was the
Crier response. The ‘Big Red Sign’ does not increase the number opposing, but the Left’s response is with
greater intensity. The Left is not used to being exposed. The Town Crier advice to the Left is, “Get used to
it, we are not going away.”

Photos by TCC Staff
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June 11, 2012

Marielena Stuart at the Pinellas
County REC…. Sweeps Straw Poll
Marielena Stuart participated in a forum at the Pinellas County Republican Executive
Photo by TCC Staff
Committee on June 11. A straw poll was conducted at the end of the meeting. Below are the results. According to
reports she electrified the audience. Last Month she packed the SATP meeting on May 22, 2012 with a standing
ovation. Marielena Stuart appears to be a rising GOP star. Let’s hope establishment GOP forces don’t block her. She
has powerful message.
Marielena
Stuart 110 …George LeMieux 69… Connie Mack 12… Dave Weldon 5… Mike McCalister 4… Deon Long 3
.

June 12, 2012
3

Debbie Gonzalez holds SATP
Audience on the Edge of their
Seats…..
Debbie Gonzalez addressed the ‘General Meeting’ of the SATP
tonight. The topic was her personal firsthand experiences in
Wisconsin during the recent recall election that occurred
there. Mrs. Gonzalez described the hostile behavior of the
Union members and their ‘Left Wing’ supporters. The level of
Photos by TCC Staff
discord was something she had not experienced in Florida.
“Typical of the Leftists was a lack of interest in discussing the issues. Instead, they used the ‘talking points’ or
just shouted you down,” Mrs. Gonzalez said. The members present were very interested in her experiences
with poll watching in Oak Creek, WI. Over three hundred irregularities occurred in just a couple of hours, she
reported. Mrs. Gonzalez noted no picture IDs are required in Wisconsin. Proof of residency can be as little as a
canceled check which results in many potential unqualified people voting. One of the SATP members present,
at the meeting, had lived in the Milwaukee area for many years and pointed out that if voter corruption is
occurring in Oak Creek, “Then voter fraud has to be wide spread. Oak Creek is not a community in which Acorn
or other such Marxist groups would be normally present.”
Mrs. Gonzalez pointed out that the reason for Scott Walker’s victory was the presence of many volunteers in
Wisconsin that counter balanced the enormous effort of the Unions to recall Governor Walker. One such
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group was Americans for Prosperity (AFP). She suggested that the SATP members look into AFP. AFP has a
program designed to identify conservative voters and get them to the polls.
In conclusion, Mrs. Gonzalez talked, briefly, about some of the UN’s Agenda 21 issues that are destroying
America. Agenda 21 issues are of great concern to Tea Party members. Tea Party members believe that it is
one of the ways the Communists are changing America. “It troubles the SATP members when Democrats
support Agenda 21 and Republicans pretend that Agenda 21 does not exist,” commended SATP, Chairman,
Dave Heimbold.

June 16, 2012

What are these People Doing?
For the time being exercising
their First Amendment Rights....
The man pictured in the upper right photo is one of three
that came up to the Town Criers and suggested that they
should be ashamed because they were being so disgraceful towards the President
and that 99% of the of the people think you’re crazy. Well, that might be true if the
‘Big Red Sign’ stated falsehood. David Heimbold, Chairman of the SATP confronted
the man with the facts shown in the sidebar, at which point our Marxist friend
switched to talking points on Social Security and Medicare. The Criers must
give credit to this man for standing his ground. The other two just screamed their
complaints and ran off. Dave Heimbold was heard saying, “We serve TEA not the
Kool-Aid.” The public loved this exchange. Where was the public on the issue?
Consider the woman shown above.

And then, People taking Pictures of the
Protest and then Joining the Protest….

Obama’s
Father was a Communist;
Mother was a
Communist;
Grandparents were
Communists;
Childhood mentor was a
Communist;
Favorite College
Professors were
Communist;
20 year association with
Liberation Theology is
Soviet Communism;
Closest Political
Associates are
Communists!

Source
Barack Hussein Obama II

Photos by TCC Staff
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It’s not often that the Criers capture Applause on
video because it is an Impulsive Response….
However, Clapping Happens Regularly!
There is no applause for re-enactors or pirates who are also present in Historic
District of St Augustine, Florida. It’s for the Tea Party presence and its message. God bless the People!

“The era of Big Government is over”….Bill Clinton
Right On! The Tea Party
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The Tea Party Movement is Alive and Well….

The Spirit of the Movement is in the People.
When asked: “Are you a Tea Party patriot?” The answer is always, “YES”, even
though they have not attended a meeting or a rally.
“We are With You,” they Exclaim. They implore us to Keep Up the Fight….
The Tea Party is their HOPE for a rebirth of the Nation!

America is Waking up to the Fact that Power is in their Hands!
There are numerous Tea Party groups controlled by the Republican Party. Reliable sources have disclosed
that Republican Leaders recently met in Florida and the major topic was the control or destruction of Tea
Parties. This publication will report as the story develops. The SATP has experience in this area. Our former
Republican leadership recently stated, “….The TCC has turned itself from a serious political organization into a
tourist attraction.” The Town Criers find this statement strange considering the Town Criers were opposed
by them from day one. The REC leaders were always terrified that the TCC would not project the “right” GOP
image. “To know what’s going on politically in the street, you need to be there. The Republicans are not
there. The attraction is all politically motivated,” according to a spokesman for the TCC. There is a ‘New Wind’
blowing and it is unfurling a new flag.
The Town Criers reported that during their four hour engagement with the public this weekend,
“Mitt Romney’s name was not mentioned once and when Republicans were mentioned it was
mostly with contempt for the Republican controlled House.” Clearly the House continues with
massive spending and Republicans are rejecting opportunities to curb and control spending. The Town
Criers believe that if the GOP continues with its Progressive plans, they will go the way of the ‘Whig Party’.
The real Tea Parties see no need for two Progressive Parties. For now, it’s anyone but Obama.

June 16, 2012

Fair Tax Returns for Second Tour with
the Town Criers
Paul Livingston, Fair Tax N.E. Florida District Director,
returned for a second tour with TCC this month. The TCC
met Paul at the SATP Rally in April and invited Fair Tax to
join the weekend activities. Many Tea Party members support the Fair Tax. The Town
Criers are honored to have Fair Tax participate.
Photos by TCC Staff
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June 16, 2012

Bear Witness Returns

Photos by TCC Staff

Bear Witness has a
‘Nobama’ campaign
that is very successful.
Teddy Garcia and
Rolando Perez worked the public today.
This was the first time they saw the Big
Red Sign in action. They approved. The TCC welcomes their efforts.

June 23, 2012

The Truth be known…..
A man who did not approve of the ‘Big Red Sign’ started yelling at the Town Criers shortly after their arrival on
St George Street in the historic district of St. Augustine, Florida. He declared that he was greatly offended by
the sign. He continued with the idea that, because he was upset with the sign, his First Amendment Rights
were being violated. The logic of the Left is incomprehensible. The man then revealed his IQ by extending his
middle finger on both hands and stated that he would follow the Town Criers as they made their rounds. The
picture of the obscene jester is not suitable for the standards of this publication. With the appearance of a
Flip Video camera, the offended man vanished.
A few minutes later, the Town Criers met a Marine Veteran who was seated on a bench.
The veteran, who is pictured right, extended his hand to the Crier who was carrying the
‘Big Red Sign’ and thanked him for his service and for having the courage to speak the
truth. The Criers could not help noticing the coiled snake on the man’s arm. It’s the
same coiled snake that is emblazed on our Gadsden Flags. So, with respect, the Criers
say, “Semper Fidelis, Old Warrior.”

Photos by TCC Staff

Each event on St. George Street is unique and it often develops a pattern that defies
explanation. This weekend was no exception. The Town Criers were greeted with the
same exuberance they usually receive with many, many thumbs up, applause and positive
nods and smiles. But, this weekend people started extending handshakes as the veteran
had done. The ‘Big Red Sign’ seems to resonate to the truth of the situation and the
people want to connect with the Tea Party. At the risk boring the readers of this
publication, the display of this sign will be with the Town Criers for some time to come.
Clearly no sign has been accepted more readily by the public. They want to hold it and be
photographed with it. Perhaps, by getting in the face of Obama with social networking, the
public can vote their dissatisfaction now as well as in November.
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The Truth is known……

Photos by TCC Staff

Two New Town Criers….

Photos by TCC Staff

o New

Mi Angelita shown far right and Melinda Harrison
pictured in the other two photos joined the Town Criers
for the first time today. Their participation was greatly
appreciated.

June 26, 2012

Despite Tropical Storm Debbie’s Rain…… Victoria Baer
Addresses a nearly Full House at the SATP Regular Meeting
Exposes SATP Members to the Dangers of the
UN’s Agenda 21
Victoria Bear’s message was frightening, riveting and explosive! Her message
Photos by TCC Staff
was centered on the idea that the Country we love so much is being taken over
by stealth; we know it’s true. We have that sickening feeling in our stomachs. “There is just something going
on, it is all around you but you just can’t put your finger on it,” she told her audience. Victoria Bear has tracked
the hidden agenda right back to the United Nations and the UNESCO program called “United Nations’ Decade
of Education for Sustainable Development.” Victoria’s presentation outlined the UN’s program: “It is their
stated goal, in this program, to steal one generation of children and teach them to place loyalty to the ‘State’
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over loyalty to the family.” Once this objective has been realized, it is a simple task to then inculcate the
children with the basic tenets of ‘sustainable development’. These tenets include:
End of National Sovereignty
Abolition of Private Property
Restructuring of the Family Unit
Restriction of Individual Mobility & Opportunity
Abandonment of Constitutional Rights
Relocation of People into Smart Growth Zone
Victoria’s presentation was electric. “This Agenda 21 program has its tentacle in every facet of our lives. The catch
phrase to identify this program is ‘Sustainable Development’. When you hear this, run in the opposite direction,” she
said.

Editorial

Is it Republican Tea Parties or
Tea Party Republicans, Tea Party Democrats, Tea
Party Libertarians, and Tea Party Independents?
The Tea Parties started as grassroots movements centered on the issue of
‘Taxed Enough Already’. Since the inception of the movement, the ideas
have expanded to ‘Constitutional Government, a smaller and less intrusive government, and fiscal
responsibility’. These ideas are widely accepted by Tea Party Movement. All political factions were included. A
typical image for that movement is pictured above. The ability of the Tea Parties to attract the public was
quickly noted by the Republican Party. Within a year, the GOP did co-op much of the Tea Party Movement.
Many groups taken over by the GOP were weakened or died. After the 2010 election, the GOP spurned the
Tea Party Congressional victors by 'shunning' them, by 'marginalizing' them, by 'ignoring' them. And now, they
want us back? The question is, “Are Tea Parties and Republicans on the same page?” We think not.

Is your group a Republican Tea Party? If your group has only GOP establishment
candidates as speakers, and you have trouble getting conservative speakers from other parties, you have a
red flag. If your meetings are often attended by GOP candidates, and your meetings are frequently attended
by REC board members, you have a red flag. If your leadership promotes working for Republican candidates
instead of promoting your Tea Party, you have a red flag. If your leadership is concerned about Tea Party
image being a problem, no signs, tee shirts, etc, you have a red flag. If the real issues of the day, such as
NDAA, Agenda 21, and the massive debt created by both parties, are being avoided, you have a red flag. And
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finally, if your bylaws do not provide for membership control, or if you have no membership, or if you have
associates but the control is in the hands of a few directors, or if you have no organization and depend on
REC member leadership, then you have a high probability of GOP control.

Does it matter? The Central Planners, envisioned by Marx, could not use the names Socialist, Marxist
or Communist in America. They choose to rename their movement. In America, those ideas reside in the
Progressive movement. Most Tea Party people view the Democratic Party as hopelessly lost to the Marxists.
Some Tea Party people believe that they can turn around the Progressive establishment that now controls
the GOP. This struggle has been going on since the Goldwater days. For 50 years the Conservatives have
failed to turn the GOP from its Progressive course. The Republican Party is a party of Central Planners who
only pay lip service to the Constitution. Consider John Boehner’s reading of Constitution to the US House of
Representatives; only about 145 of the 435 Congressman were present. The Republicans alone could have
produced a quorum. They didn’t. Independent Tea Parties matter. Neither political party is going to resolve
the current depression we are experiencing. The best that they are prepared to do is ‘paper over’ the
depression with inflation. The American people understand this and they understand that this is going to
have a bad ending. Nothing less than a Totalitarian State or Constitutional Republic is at stake. The two
progressive parties are on a course to disaster. Many of the good people in our local RECs do not see that the
process they are using is producing candidates that campaign as Conservatives and govern as Progressives. To
use an old Soviet term, it makes those good people “Fellow Travelers” and the path
they are following may make the sign at the right a reality. The Tea Parties are not
about electing Republicans or transforming the GOP. There is not enough time. It is
about awaking Americans to the danger that is here. Our mission, as Tea Parties, is to assure that Liberty
prevails. The public looks to Tea Party for a new Founding. For now, regretfully, it is quote,
“Anyone but Obama.”
Lance Thate, Editor

Is
There
Really
A
Difference

?
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June 30, 2012

Town Criers Finish the Month with Three new
First Time Criers and New Signs…..
New to the St. Augustine area, Paul and Kathleen Hooker attended the SATP
meeting last Tuesday and joined the Town Criers today. Also the Criers welcomed
John Knight, a patriot from Jacksonville. Mr. and Mrs.
Hooker are pictured on the right with John Knight in
the center. This writer is always impressed with how well informed ‘Tea Party
People’ are. The ‘Marxist- Progressives’ are so poorly equipped with their
‘talking points’ and their ‘group think’ ideas; no match for our new Criers. The
public was very responsive to the Tea Party presence in spite of the really first
Photos by TCC Staff
hot summer day on St. George Street for the Criers. The pictures below tell the
story.
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"To stand in silence when they should
be protesting makes cowards out of
men." Abraham Lincoln

I WANT
YOUR
LIBERTY

DEFEND
LIBERTY
PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS TO:

SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA PARTY
PO BOX 840271 ST. AUGUSTINE FL
32080
Donations not currently deductable.

There is a revolution going on. Come join the counterrevolution. Stand up for individual Liberty.
Donations not

currently deductable.

Come join us! We are a small Committee with many tasks to do to
preserve Liberty. We are blessed to see the awakening of America.
Lance Thate
www.SaintAugustineTeaParty.org
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